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Abstract: Demographic trends and changes to climate require a more efficient use of plant genetic
resources in breeding programs. Indeed, the release of high-yielding varieties has resulted in crop
genetic erosion and loss of diversity. This has produced an increased susceptibility to severe stresses
and a reduction of several food quality parameters. Next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies
are being increasingly used to explore “gene space” and to provide high-resolution profiling of
nucleotide variation within germplasm collections. On the other hand, advances in high-throughput
phenotyping are bridging the genotype-to-phenotype gap in crop selection. The combination of
allelic and phenotypic data points via genome-wide association studies is facilitating the discovery of
genetic loci that are associated with key agronomic traits. In this review, we provide a brief overview
on the latest NGS-based and phenotyping technologies and on their role to unlocking the genetic
potential of vegetable crops; then, we discuss the paradigm shift that is underway in horticultural
crop breeding.
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1. The Use of Plant Genetic Resources in Vegetable Crop Improvement
The main challenges for vegetable crop improvement are linked to the sustainable development
of agriculture, food security, evolution of dietary styles, the growing consumers' demand for food
quality, the spread of non-communicable diseases, and, finally, the under-nutrition due to deficiencies
in vitamins and minerals (“hidden hunger”). The design and the development of breeding programs
can provide effective responses to all of these challenges. One of the recognized hubs in breeding
activities is the exploitation of crop genetic diversity aiming at the beneficial allele-hunting process.
The first part of this review will focus on the importance of biodiversity in horticultural crops,
on the main initiatives for germplasm conservation and on the assessment of potentiality and
constraints for the use of biodiversity in breeding programs.
1.1. Erosion of Genetic Diversity in Crops
Loss of genetic diversity in crop species, also referred to as genetic erosion, is a step-by-step
process that has begun with human population growth and the expansion of human activities whose
effects have had serious consequences in ancient, traditional, and modern agriculture.
Early farmers gradually abandoned their nomadic hunter-gatherer habits in favor of
semi-sedentary/sedentary agriculture as the primary mode of supplying plant food resources [1].
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This process, which is dated back to 12,000 years ago, is known as plant domestication and involved
a broad spectrum of transitions, which has led to an increased adaptation of plants to cultivation and
utilization by humans [2]. In vegetable crops, the “domestication syndrome” led to combinations of
different traits, such as changes in plant architecture and reproductive strategy, the increase of fruit
and seed size, and the loss of secondary metabolites [3].
Although the phases of domestication and diversification have not been homogeneous in all
areas of the World, in the early stages they have caused the selection of naturally occurring variants
in the wild ancestors of crops (i.e., crop wild relatives; CWR) to perpetuate only those species
suitable to survive in various agro-ecological habitats (pre-domestication). Afterwards, continuous
rounds of selection have completely re-shaped wild into domesticated species [1]. Such a process,
known as selective breeding, lasted until early 1900’s generating a multitude of landraces (LR) with
an intermediate level of variability and differentiation that have been mainly selected for specific
adaptation to local environments and for desirable quality traits.
An exciting example on the history of domestication and genetic improvement concerns the
cultivated tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.). S. pimpinellifolium, the small-fruited species considered
to be its wild ancestor, has been subjected to main domestication cycles, firstly in Peru and Ecuador,
and later in Mexico [4]. The resulting domesticated cultivars have been brought to Europe and then
spread all over the World, where an intensive selection has been carried out in the last two centuries
leading to cultivars with an increased fruit size (~100 times larger than its ancestor) [5], but less
flavorful than heirloom varieties [6].
The advent of modern agriculture and the impact of the “Green Revolution”, from the second half
of the 20th century onwards, have introduced high-yielding and phenotypically uniform varieties that
are better adapted to industrial agriculture (Figure 1). However, despite the gains breeders have seen
during the past years, most of the natural variability has been lost as farmers abandoned traditional
landraces in favor of hybrids that are generally more marketable and valuable. This has led to a sharp
reduction of genetic diversity, which made crop substantially devoid of differences in quality traits [6].
Although cultivars carrying resistances are continuously released, a reduction of genetic diversity and
the extensive use of few crop varieties can lead to critical consequences in the emergence of new pests
and diseases [7].
It has been estimated that only 200 out of more than 275,000 species of flowering plants have
been domesticated [8,9], and a relatively small number of these accounts for 95% of food supply [10].
Among horticultural crops, species belonging to the Solanaceae family along with those from Poaceae,
Fabaceae, and Rosaceae explain more than 60% of the World calories [11]. Food production based on
such restricted number of species represents a risk that should be not left out in the next decades with
the human population is expected to reach 9.6 billion by 2050 [12], the occurrence of extreme weather
events, the reduced availability of natural resources and the related increase in food demand [13].
If on one hand, the number of crop commodities contributing to food supply is expected to grow [14],
on the other hand, minor crops cannot completely face the challenges of the new millennium. For the
latter reason, CWR and LR, being tailored to extreme conditions and not having been particularly
conditioned by the selection process, might be exploited for breeding purposes with innovative
genomic and phenomic approaches since they are valuable repositories of traits. Indeed, the thorough
exploration of plant genetic resources (PGR) and the preservation and use of CWR and LR are primary
targets for the future progress of breeding programs.
1.2. Strategies for Collection and Conservation of Plant Genetic Resources
The first concerns on the effects of genetic erosion date back to the half of the 20th century,
when Vavilov called attention in crop diversity conservation, motivating the institution of gene
banks [15,16]. Since then, strategies of in-situ and ex-situ management have been proposed [17].
In-situ conservation is generally applied in the natural habitat where crop is cultivated and offers the
possibility to maintain the ecosystem health as well as the dynamic evolution of CWR diversity in
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relation to parallel environmental changes [18]. However, these advantages do not match the easiness
to define a comprehensive network of protected areas for all species [17]. Ex situ strategies better fit
with the possibility to conserve genetically representative populations in designed areas other than
natural habitats.
Seeds are the most common form of conservation due to the relatively low cost of management.
Other methods include parts of plants in tissue culture or cryo-preserved and mature individuals in
field collections (i.e., arboretum). To date, more than 1750 gene banks conserve ~7 million of accessions
worldwide in the form of seeds [19].
Although preserving PGR is essential to ensure the development of new crop varieties, the lack
of adequate data on the accessions stored in gene banks is the main issue that hinders their effective
use [20]. The large size of these collections complicates their characterization, making the identification
of novel/beneficial alleles expensive. An approach that enhances the exploitation of the huge variability
present in gene banks is the development of core collections (CC), which are represented by a reduced
set of accessions capturing most of the variability with minimum repetitiveness [21]. While the
definition of CC was mainly based on ecological and geographical information, the advent of novel
genomics technologies allowed the efficiency of the selection and utilization of large germplasm
collections stored in gene banks to be improved. Since then, several studies have been published,
and different types of collections have been proposed [22].
By exploiting the information stored in different databases, a CC can be assembled fairly easily
on an as-needed basis depending on target trait(s). We report as examples the tool developed by the
Centre for Genetic Resource (CGN; The Netherlands), that allows a maximum diversity subset of
accessions to be selected on-line based on user defined selection criteria (https://goo.gl/XhEuwR);
the PowerCore program [23], and the Signal Processing Tool method recently developed by Borrayo
and Takeya [24].
An additional approach, which relies on the combination of environmental data with specific plant
characteristics, is based on the Focused Identification of Germplasm Strategy (FIGS). FIGS allows for
the identification of a core of accessions with a higher probability of containing specific “target”
traits subjected to the selection pressure of the environment from which they were originally
sampled [25]. The method, which maximizes the possibility to capture specific adaptive traits by
means of high-throughput geographic information system (GIS) technologies, has been mainly used
to identify sources of resistance to abiotic and biotic stresses in cereals, but has not yet successfully
applied in horticultural crops [26]. Despite the potentiality of CC, debate on their effectiveness and
criteria of selection to adopt are still underway [27].
Collection, conservation, and utilization of PGR in agriculture are therefore major issues involving
several international bodies and substantial investments. The International Treaty on Plant Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture (FAO) and the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) have
defined strategies to avoid loss of plant genetic diversity estimated to be 25–35% [28]. Established
efforts have included actions to improve the effectiveness in-situ conservation, secure safety ex-situ
storage, strengthening efforts of public and private breeders in PGR characterization and utilization [28].
More recently, global research alliances [29] and transnational projects [30,31] have been stipulated
with the aim to unlock the potential of vegetable crop diversity by means of innovative genomics and
phenomic approaches, and make it available for researchers and breeders.
1.3. Importance of Plant Genetic Resources and Biodiversity in Breeding Programs
In the last 35 years, several breeding programs involving the use of CWR have been developed for
a wide range of crops. The pioneering studies conducted since the early nineties evidenced how wild
relatives can contribute with their beneficial traits to crop improvement, highlighting the key role of
genome mapping for the efficient use of genetic diversity [32]. Furthermore, advances in the phylogeny
and taxonomy of plant species as well as the development of novel molecular technologies allowed the
exploitation of genetic variability even in more distantly related taxa. The transfer of novel/beneficial
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alleles from wild to cultivated species is not always easy to pursue, and it requires that reproductive
barriers between different gene pools be overcome (Figure 1). Gene pools [33,34], referred to as the
portion of genetic diversity available for breeding, are defined based on the cross-ability between
the crop itself and the primarily non-domesticated species. Nevertheless, most of the potential
resources to be used in breeding programs are in the primary gene pool, where, as general rule,
gene transfer is easy and immediate. Conventional techniques that rely on the cross between crops
and their close wild relatives are still in the norm [17], even if novel plant breeding techniques (NPBT)
provide opportunities to: (i) transfer genes from genotypes of the same or sexually compatible species
(cisgenesis and intragenesis); (ii) induce mutations in target genes; or, (iii) investigate species in
distantly related taxa as a useful and extensive reservoir of alleles [35].
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The dissection of wild germplasm and the identification of genes underlying quantitative traits
have been a central target over the past 35 years. Introgression of hundreds of genes from wild to
cultivated species has been possible with the advent of DNA sequencing technologies, which have
facilitated the establishment of numerous experimental mapping populations and related linkage
maps in many horticultural species [38]. Bi-parental crosses offered the chance to fix alleles from
exotic materials in advanced generations (inbred backcross lines, IBLs; recombinant inbred lines, RILs)
leading to the identification of several quantitative trait loci (QTL) [39]. This approach, still largely
used, has the main limitation that is due to the fact that only allelic diversity between the two parents
is investigated. In addition, a lack of recombination due to continuous self-fertilization cycles reduces
mapping resolution.
Advances in genomics have enabled the implementation of several genome-wide association
studies (GWAS) [40] in order to investigate the larger variation present in CC. As it will be discussed
in a greater extent at a later stage of this review, GWAS leads to better precision mapping through
the identification of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) strictly related to traits of interest.
Main constraints affect this method, such as the lacking of gene flow from wild relatives and several
other drawbacks, as reviewed by Korte and Farlow [41].
To address these limitations, multi-parent advanced generation inter-cross (MAGIC)
populations [42] are being developed to increase mapping resolution through multiple generations
of recombination and provide a high statistical power afforded by a linkage-based design [43].
Furthermore, the combination of genomes from more founders allows for a larger allelic diversity to
be explored, generating new phenotypes that constitute a highly valuable pre-breeding resource [44].
MAGIC, hence, represents an intermediate population, which overcomes the main constraints of
bi-parental and GWAS. However, the statistical complexity of the analysis and the time required
for its development make MAGIC utilization still challenging. As for horticultural species, MAGIC
populations have been developed only in tomato to investigate the genetic basis of fruit weight [44].
Genome-wide introgression lines (ILs) represent a further option that increases both mapping
resolution and statistical power for minor QTL detection. When compared with the populations
mentioned above, each IL includes only small genomic regions from CWR [37] as the results of
marker-assisted selection at early stages. Despite the large efforts required for their development,
ILs represent a valid source for both genetic studies and breeding purposes, having the advantage of
wiping out the linkage drag effect by transferring only the loci of interest [45].
A comprehensive use of exotic germplasm is still far away. High-throughput technologies in the
field of genomics and phenomics will allow speediness and accuracy in germplasm characterization to
be enhanced and will play a central role in the coming decades, leading to a unique opportunity for
next generation precision breeding.
2. NGS-Based Genotyping for Genetic Diversity Evaluation
In the pre-genomic era, the assessment of genetic diversity has been traditionally carried out
via morphological and cytogenetic characterization, or through the analysis of isozymes. Since ‘90s
onwards, the techniques based on different types of DNA molecular markers have been preferentially
used to measure the level of genetic variation [46]. Marker types and genotyping techniques
have evolved over time; indeed time consuming, too costly, cumbersome and/or challenging
techniques have been replaced by simpler, less expensive, and more efficient alternatives. Because
of their extraordinary abundance in the genome and their usually bi-allelic nature, single nucleotide
polymorphisms have quickly become the markers of choice to dissect the genetic variability of PGR [47].
The release into the public domain of complete, near-complete or partial genome sequence of the
most important vegetable crops [36], the development of SNP detection assays [48,49] and high-density
genotyping arrays [50–52] caused a shift from small-/medium-scale to large-scale SNP genotyping.
Both of the above methods allow for thousands of SNPs to be discovered and ample genetic
variability across germplasm collections to be captured; however, their design relies on a priori
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knowledge of the sequence space of the species under investigation and usually cannot be easily
modified to fit in with custom experimental designs. This has encouraged the development of novel
but still high-throughput and time- and cost-saving SNP discovery methods based on next-generation
sequencing (NGS) technologies. Several strategies, methods and protocols for NGS-based genotyping
have been developed so far [53,54]. We will go through some of these with a special focus on
genotype-by-sequencing (GBS).
NGS, coupled with the availability of high-quality reference genomes of horticultural crops, have
expedited the re-sequencing of many individuals to identify a large number of SNPs and investigate
within- and between-species sequence variation [5,55–58]. Although the above cited re-sequencing
projects were fruitful from a scientific standpoint, the re-sequencing was characterized by low depth
of coverage for several individuals. Indeed, within these studies, the average sequence depth varied
from 5-fold to 36-fold coverage. Obviously, the greater the depth of coverage is, than the greater the
reliability of SNP calling. As general rule, a minimum of 10–20× coverage depth is indicated for
reliable variant calling. Unfortunately, because of cost issues this standard is not always applicable.
An alternative strategy to whole genome re-sequencing is to generate a reduced representation of
the genome by using on-array- or liquid-based hybridization methods to enrich and capture target
genomic regions and possibly identify promising alleles having a potential application in crop breeding
programs [59–61].
Unlike sequence capture and targeted re-sequencing, restriction enzyme-based enrichment
techniques [62], while not allowing specific target sequences in the genome to be investigated, are the
methods of choice for SNP discovery and genotyping.
These methods include three common steps: (i) DNA digestion with restriction enzymes (REs);
(ii) ligation with sequencing platform-specific adapters; and, (iii) PCR amplification to increase the DNA
yield into sequencing libraries. Conversely, they differ for the size selection step (that is necessary to
filter out DNA fragments of desired size) that can be carried out at any point in the protocol workflow or
it may be entirely dismissed. Obviously, different protocols result in different data outcomes. Even if it
is desirable to dealing with dense distribution of SNP markers and uniform sequence coverage across
samples, all of these methods have limitations due to inconsistency in the number of: (i) reads per sample;
(ii) reads per polymorphic site; and, (iii) sequenced sites per sample. The combination of all these items
can result in a huge number of low quality or missing data. Jiang, et al. [63] suggested a number of
improvements to be made in individual steps of the wet-lab workflow to minimize biases in NGS library
construction and to increase the degree of reliability and robustness of downstream sequence data.
The relevance of isolating, enriching, and sequencing of specific genomic loci for SNP discovery,
was initially proved with restriction site-associated DNA sequencing (RAD-Seq) [64]. However, in a
short while, RAD-Seq was paralleled and replaced by GBS [65]. At present, GBS is the most favorite
technology for high-throughput SNP discovery and it is generating remarkable knowledge on the
nature and extent of genetic diversity within germplasm collections [66,67]. GBS was originally
applied in maize to identify SNP markers in a RIL population [65]. Since then, several studies
have been reported in literature for large-scale SNP discovery and genotyping of RILs [68,69],
bi-parental mapping population segregating for important agronomical traits [70,71]; ethylmethane
sulfonate- (EMS) induced mutant populations [72,73]; and unrelated individuals in small or large size
populations [74,75]. All of these efforts, most of which were carried out on vegetable crop species,
aimed to have available a high number of SNP data points for concomitant or future genome-wide
association studies.
Usually, ApeKI is the restriction endonuclease used to produce restriction fragments among
individuals in a population. It is a methylation sensitive enzyme that shows preferential cleavage
for lower or single copy regions of the genome that are generally the richest in genes. In 2012,
Poland, et al. [76] modified the original protocol based on ApeKI, by using two restriction enzymes
(PstI/MspI) to achieve a higher SNP density. Of course rare-cutter, frequent cutter, or methylation
insensitive RE(s) can be used alone or in combination to obtain the desired number of SNP markers.
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Intuitively, one major limitation of GBS is its random access to the genome. Such randomness
can be adjusted by appropriately selecting the combination of REs to be used. Moreover, the choice of
RE(s) is crucial since it affects DNA fragment size distribution as well as the number of fragments in
the GBS library. These two parameters, in turn, influence sequencing depth and ultimately the number
of SNPs identified [77]. GBS has been used in a large list of vegetable crops showing that this method
is efficient for large-scale, low cost genotyping despite all of the limitations mentioned above.
As a rule, GBS tags are aligned to a reference genome to identify SNPs from aligned tags.
Several reference-based SNP calling pipelines are available so far [78]. Although a reference genome
can facilitate GBS data analysis, several reference-independent SNP calling pipeline (e.g., Stacks
and TASSEL-UNEAK) have been developed [79,80] and successfully applied for PGR diversity
studies [81,82].
The starting list of SNPs is then subjected to filtering (call rate; minimum depth of coverage; and.
minor allele frequency, etc.) and, in some cases, it can also be pruned by removing all of the SNPs
that are in high linkage disequilibrium (LD). These operations generate high quality SNP datasets
that are fed into the population structure analysis software. Such software are able to categorize
individuals into ethnically similar cluster based on allele frequency estimates [83,84], or not [85].
Recently, we proved the strength of combining a parametric (STRUCTURE) with a non-parametric
method (AWclust) in defining the genetic structure of a population of Capsicum annuum accessions [74].
More recently, next-generation marker genotyping platforms have evolved to address specific
issues. Yang, et al. [86] developed a semi-automated primer design pipeline to convert GBS-derived
SNPs into amplicon sequencing (AmpSeq) markers. This has become necessary because GBS alone
is unworkable for highly heterozygous species, for which a large number of missing data and the
under-calling of heterozygous sites are very common. The AmpSeq strategy starts from the design of
primer pairs by using GBS tags as templates; then, the resulting amplicons are used for genotyping via
NGS. In this way, it is possible to circumvent GBS-related issues and to develop reliable SNP-based
markers for the high-throughput screening of heterozygous crops.
A further technique, named rAMPSeq, has been established by Buckler, et al. [87] to develop
repetitive sequence-based markers for robust genotyping. Although the authors are well aware that
the design of rAMPSeq sacrifice several strengths of the GBS method, they feel that the method they
have proposed can be revolutionary for breeding and conservation biology.
All considered, the key role of NGS on SNP markers identification, genetic diversity assessment,
and population structure analysis in horticultural crops is unquestionable, regardless of the genotyping
strategies available. With its unprecedented throughput and scalability, NGS is enabling investigations
on genetic diversity at a level never before possible.
3. Advanced Phenomics in Plant Breeding
Phenomics is becoming increasingly important in genetic studies and precision agriculture since
it allows for the accurate characterization of multiple traits in crops and a better understanding of
phenotypic changes due to underlying heritable genetic variation.
As reported in the previous section, the tremendous advancement of cutting-edge sequencing
technologies allowed the identification of thousands of SNPs at affordable costs; at the same time,
methods to assess plant traits progressed more slowly, generating what is known as the “phenotyping
bottleneck” [88]. Biochemical and metabolomic phenotyping of quality traits and especially abiotic
and biotic stress evaluation are the main cause of the “phenotyping bottleneck”. Further on in the text,
we will provide several examples on how imaging methods are being used to collect phenotypic data
points for complex traits in vegetable crops.
The need for increasing the ability to investigate a large amount of traits in a non-destructive manner
and with an acceptable accuracy has become a major target in plant breeding. The labor-intensive
and costly nature of phenotyping, motivated, in the past decade, the research community to develop
automated technologies for high-throughput plant phenotyping (HTPP). This has guaranteed massive
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progress in the dissection of a wide range of qualitative, agronomical, morphological, and physiological
traits, as well in the investigation of traits related to biotic and abiotic stresses.
These technologies, which rely on automated non-invasive sensing methods, are able to capture
plant features on the basis of image analysis. At present, several systems are available, including
conventional RGB/CIR cameras, spectroscopy (multispectral and hyperspectral remote sensing),
thermal infrared systems, fluorescence and tridimensional (3D) imaging, and magnetic resonance
imagers (MRI) [89,90].
Features and potentialities of these tools are widely documented [91]; herein, we briefly list which
implications (benefits and constraints) emerged from their use on horticultural crop phenotyping.
RGB/CIR cameras are extensively used to analyze traits such as plant canopy and biomass,
which can be estimated by combining the imagery falling into red, blue, and green light (RGB), and
color infrared (CIR). Derived indexes can be further calculated as the “leaf area index” (LAI) or
“normalized difference vegetation index” (NDVI). Multispectral (MS) and hyperspectral (HS) analysis
are more addressed to those traits linked to crop physiological status (e.g., nutrient and water content,
photosynthetic efficiency, etc.) using a set of images which covers the entire range of radiation from
visible (VIS; 400–765 nm) to near-infrared (NIR; 765 to 3200 nm). Thermal imaging is better suited to
evaluate (i) the stage of infections by pathogens or if diseases are spreading through the crops and
(ii) responses to abiotic stresses (e.g., drought and heat tolerance). It is based on measurements of the
variation in foliage surface temperature, which is related to differences in stomatal conductance due to
various stresses that alter water balance and transpiration [92]. Plant metabolic status can be assessed
by means of fluorescence, capturing excitation, and emission spectra during the absorption of radiation
in shorter wavelengths by chlorophyll [90]. Vegetation canopy structure and topographic maps can
be estimated by 3D imaging, while MRI detects nuclear resonance signals from isotopes to generate
images of the internal structures of the plant. These devices can be used alone or in combination to
deliver different data outcomes.
These tools have been firstly applied in cereals, Arabidopsis, and industrial crops [90]. Studies in
horticultural crops are currently being conducted. Chlorophyll fluorescence imaging has been used in
tomato transgenic plants and young industrial chicory to investigate drought tolerance [93] and cold
stress resistance [94], respectively. RGB cameras and 3D imaging have been applied in recombinant
inbreds of pepper to inspect canopy structure and plant architecture [95]. MRI have been applied in
bean to resolve root structure under resource competition [96].
While analyses in controlled-environments provided major breakthroughs for targeted
applications, such as the possibility to investigate roots and seeds in a non-destructive manner by
means of MRI-3D combination, analyses in open-field are much more laborious and troublesome due
to the heterogeneous nature of soils and the inability to control external factors (e.g., climate).
When evaluating different classes of traits, their nature must be taken into account and how
they interact with the external environment. As an example, fruit morphometric traits, can be easily
and accurately assessed in a repetitive manner on plants cultivated in greenhouse as well as roots in
hydroponics, aeroponics or pots. Contrariwise, yield potential as well as the detrimental effects of
abiotic stresses, are better evaluated via field-based phenotyping (FBP) experiments [97]. FBP is
generally applied to estimate the genotype x environment (GxE) interaction in a large number
of individuals in wide collections or extensive mapping populations [98]. Platforms carrying
multiple sensors on wheeled vehicles can be used to measure plant traits on extensive surfaces and
investigate GxE interaction. A successful example is provided by the Field ScanAnalyzer (LemnaTec,
Aachen, Germany), which is a fully automated system designed to capture deep phenotyping data
(growth and physiology traits throughout the crop cycle) from crops growing in field environments.
Other options are provided by drones equipped with multispectral imaging systems that are able
to collect thousands of images in a relatively small amount of time. These technologies are having
a positive impact in the reliable and accurate estimate of phenotypic data points as well as in the
development of high-yielding, stress tolerant and disease resistant plant varieties.
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Although knowledge on semi- and fully-automatic phenotyping systems is rapidly spreading
within scientific community, their accessibility still represents a major constraint due to high costs and
difficulties in data management. Indeed, one of the main challenges of HTPP and FBP is the processing
and analysis of millions of captured images. The development of software for managing and analyzing
large and complex datasets is underway to better integrate the different sources of data underlying
various plant developmental processes [98].
4. Linking Genotype to Phenotype
In recent times, the selection process carried out by breeders has largely benefited from the
improvement of genotyping and phenotyping techniques, but primarily it has taken advantage of the
link between phenotypic and genotypic data sets. Uncovering genotype-phenotype relationships is a
key requirement in establishing a basic understanding of complex traits and to elucidate how genetic
differences can determine individual differences in agronomic performances.
Technical advancements in high-throughput genotyping, in the accuracy and mechanization of
phenotyping, as well as the development of efficient statistical methods and bioinformatic tools laid
the foundation for genome-wide association studies. This approach, introduced for the first time
in human genetics a dozen of years ago [99], is becoming the most popular method to statistically
associate genomic loci (also referred to as QTN; quantitative trait nucleotides) to simple or complex
traits of interest [100]. Even more, the results from GWAS have also been employed to understanding
the genetic bases of the domestication and artificial selection processes and to point out how breeding
has influenced the genetic variability of modern crops [101]. Below are some examples from recent
literature related to the application of GWAS in vegetable crops to reveal useful alleles in genes
encoding for agronomic traits.
A genome-wide association study based on a SNP catalogue from whole-genome re-sequencing
of 398 modern, heirloom, and wild tomato accessions, and a targeted metabolome quantification of
sugars, acids, and volatiles permitted identification of candidate genetic loci capable of altering 21 of the
chemicals contributing to consumer liking as well as to overall flavor intensity of tomatoes [6]. A similar
study founded on polymorphic simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers and volatile quantification
in a collection of 174 diverse tomato accessions was performed by Zhang, et al. [102]. The authors
identified via GWAS already known as well as novel loci that could be important in controlling the
volatile metabolism in tomato.
Genome-wide association studies based on SNPs generated by GBS have proved effective for the
identification of new alleles affecting morpho-agronomic and fruit quality-related traits in horticultural
crops. As an example, we report the work by Nimmakayala, et al. [103], which had the purpose
of identifying SNP markers associated with capsaicinoid content and fruit weight traits in pepper
(Capsicum annuum L.). A similar approach was used by Pavan, et al. [104], who performed preliminary
GWAS and identified SNP(s)/trait associations for flowering time and seed-related traits in a collection
of 72 accessions of Cucumis melo from Apulia. Additional GWAS for fruit firmness were performed in
a larger collection of melon from Asia and Western hemisphere [105].
A further genome-wide association study by Cericola, et al. [106], focused on fruit-related traits
but based on SNPs from RAD-tag sequencing, was performed in eggplant (Solanum melongena L.).
A panel of 191 accessions, including breeding lines, old varieties, and landraces was genotyped and
scored for anthocyanin pigmentation and fruit color. As result, different already known QTLs were
validated and novel marker/trait associations were observed.
While the number of GWAS for quality traits is increasing rapidly, there are few papers describing
the association analysis aimed at the identification of alleles for resistance or tolerance to abiotic or
biotic stresses in horticultural crops.
To the best of our knowledge, no studies have been published so far aiming at the detection
of significant genotype–phenotype associations for abiotic stress (e.g., drought; heat, flooding,
salinity, cold).
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As for biotic stresses, we did not find any work on fruit or leafy vegetables. We can report only
a few examples in legumes. Hart and Griffiths [107] used GBS to genotype a set of RILs in common
bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) and GWAS to identify SNPs associated with the resistance to bean yellow
mosaic virus. The GBS approach was also used by Saxena, et al. [108] for SNP identification and
genotyping of three different mapping populations (2 RILs and one F2) segregating for sterility mosaic
disease (SMD) in pigeonpea (Cajanus cajan (L.) Millspaugh). The authors identified a total of 10 QTLs,
including three major QTLs governing SMD resistance in pigeonpea.
GWAS are based on three cornerstones: (i) a high-density marker catalogue from genome-wide
assessment of the diversity among individuals in a population; (ii) knowledge on population structure
and allele frequency spectrum; and, (iii) robust phenotypic data for each individual within the
population (Figure 2).
In addition to a large panel of markers (preferentially thousands of SNPs), GWAS require a large
sample size (i.e., from hundreds to thousands of individuals) enclosing the maximum variability for the
traits under study to achieve adequate statistical power. Population sampling is one of the key steps
and should always include accessions collected from different locations and possibly hierarchically
structured. Indeed, population structure represents a considerable source of confounding in GWAS [41];
for that reason, a suitable characterization of population structure is advisable to prevent false positive
(type I error) or negative (type II error) SNP(s)-trait associations.
As for phenotypic records, it is more advisable to dealing with quantitative data (integer or
real-valued numbers) rather than binary data (presence/absence). As it is easily perceived, the former
provides more statistical power than the latter.
Statistical analysis for capturing significant genotype–phenotype associations is performed by
examining each SNP independently (multiple testing). In general, only those markers that meet the
Bonferroni corrected p-value threshold (α = 0.05) can be considered significantly associated with
phenotypic observations. Alternative approaches to Bonferroni correction have been proposed for
establishing significance in GWAS: among these, the use of false discovery rate (FDR) or permutation
testing [109].
Association analysis can be performed via general linear model (GLM) or mixed linear model
(MLM). It has been demonstrated that the statistical power of MLM is higher than that of GLM and
better suited to the quantitative nature of the traits under study, markedly reducing type I errors [110].
This is possible because MLM is able to handle the population structure and the covariance between
individuals due to genetic relatedness (i.e., kinship matrix). In other words, MLM takes into account
the confounding effect of the genetic background.
Even though GWAS is by now a recognized and powerful tool to investigate genotype-phenotype
relationship, it still suffers of some limitations: (i) rare alleles cannot be detected; (ii) alleles having
small effects on the phenotype are difficult to be identified; and (iii) the most significant SNPs are not
always the true causative/predictive factors for a given trait.
It is very likely that genomic selection (GS) strategies will replace GWAS in the next future [111].
Albeit, comparable to GWAS, GS relies on high-throughput genotyping and phenotyping of unrelated
individuals in a population (i.e., training population; TP) and allows markers in strong LD with
causal variants to be identified [112], it has singular features. Results from TP are used to predict
genomic estimated breeding values (GEBV) on a different set of individuals (i.e., breeding population;
BP), which has been previously genotyped with dense marker coverage across genome, but whose
phenotype is unknown. In this way, time and expense in phenotyping diminish considerably since
phenotyping is needed only in the initial phase to enhance the accuracy of the prediction model.
In crops GS has been mainly applied in cereals [113,114], while emerging applications in vegetables
are reported only for tomato [115,116]. Both works on tomato assessed the potential of GS approach
to improve fruit quality traits. Duangjit, et al. [115] used a panel of 163 tomato accessions that were
genotyped using the SolCAP Infinium assay (Illumina) and phenotyped for a total of 35 metabolic
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traits. Training and breeding populations were assembled including an increasing/decreasing number
of accessions from the original population.
Yamamoto, et al. [116] used 96 big-fruited F1 tomato varieties as a TP (that was phenotyped for
soluble solids content and total fruit weight) and evaluated the predictability of the GS models in their
progeny populations.
These pioneering studies demonstrated that GS models could predict phenotypes paving the way
for a successful implementation of GS in vegetable crops.
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Figure 2. Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are based on three pillars: (i) a high-density single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) catalogue derived from diversity assessment of individuals in a
germplasm collection; (ii) knowledge on population structure and allele frequency spectrum (Q matrix);
and, (iii) phenotypic data points for each individual within the population. Generally results from
GWAS are displayed as Manhattan plots showing genome-wide p-values of SNP(s)-trait associations.
GWAS allow the causal gene(s) or QTL(s) associated with the trait(s) of interest to be identified.
5. Outlook
Future research on horticultural crops should aim at advances in shelf life extension and, at the
same time, at improving the quality and enhance the health benefits derived from their consumption
(e.g., increase the levels of bioactive compounds). Breeders should also consider taste and flavor,
while breeding for products with improved nutritional attributes. Additional urgent needs concern
the mitigation of abiotic and biotic stress factors to counter climate change related adverse effects on
vegetable crop yield, as well as the development of "low input vegetable crops" because of increasing
needs to achieve sustainable practices. We think the research community has developed over the last
decade a complete toolbox, full of effective items, to face forthcoming challenges in horticulture.
This review provides useful and contemporary information at one place, and supports the notion
that efficient management and exploitation of PGR is essential for recovering the repertoire of alleles
that has been left behind by the artificial selection process.
With the widespread availability of NGS technologies SNP/allele discovery become feasible and
affordable even for species with no genome sequence. Sequence-based information is increasingly used
to assess genetic variability within and between closely-related species and restriction enzyme-based
enrichment is making diversity studies on PGR more informative than before. Indeed, genetic diversity
assessment of horticultural crop collections is a prerequisite for breeding purposes. It first allows
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guiding decision making for their conservation. Secondly, it provides novel options (i.e., new/beneficial
alleles) to breeders for the greater exploitation of horticultural germplasm aiming at the development
of new hybrids and varieties.
On the other hand, advances in phenotyping technologies are essential for capitalizing on the
developments in NGS-based genotyping; are accelerating the discovery of trait-allele associations and
are improving our ability to uncover genotype-phenotype relationship (Figure 3).Diversity 2017, 9, 38  12 of 19 
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Figure 3. Large-scale phenotyping and its impact on plant breeding. Core collection (CC) and/or
training populations (TP) developed in various fruit and leafy vegetable crops (in the figure fro the
top clockwise: pepper, to ato, eggplant, and rocket salad) can be deeply assessed through innovative
phenotyping tools for different categories of traits. The integration with genotyping data lead to
the identification of: (i) SNPs and alleles associated with target traits; (ii) accessions which can be
used as parentals for future breeding programs; and, (iii) the basis of the genotype per e vironment
(GxE) interaction.
The combination of genotyping with accurate phenotyping is defining the current practices in the
breeding of vegetable crops. Nonetheless, we have described how the association between genetic
variations and a phenotypic change is nothing but simple. Since GWAS enter the scientific scenario,
our ability to link genotypes to phenotypes is markedly improved. Thanks to their predictive power,
GWAS have experienced rapid growth in the agri-genomics field and are allowing us to assemble
some of the pieces of the puzzle that depict how genotypes articulate with phenotypes. Although the
puzzle is partially assembled and with many pieces missing, it is already unraveling the genetic bases
of complex agronomical traits and it is making available different alleles to be used to cope with
forthcoming challenges.
From the review of recent literature it is clear that GWAS in horticultural crops are more common
for traits related to plant morphology and quality, while SNP(s)/trait associations for abiotic and biotic
stresses are quite neglected. This is explained by the fact that fruit and leafy vegetables are a major
source of biologically active compounds with human health-promoting properties.
Likely, it is less time consuming to establish small or large size populations of unrelated
individuals with contrasting phenotypes than develop mapping population segregating for traits
related to abiotic/biotic stresses. Furthermore, phenotyping horticultural crops for abiotic/biotic
stresses is still not within everyone's means and requires ad-hoc facilities and field trials across a broad
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range of environments. Nevertheless, we expect a change of course in the near future and that GWAS
under abiotic/biotic stresses will be undertaken in vegetable crops as in the case for staple crops.
We also believe that it is only a matter of time before GWAS will routinely applied in vegetable
crops to identify the so-called non-phenotypic variations, such as eQTL (expression QTL) and/or
methylation QTL (meQTL) [117,118].
While the identification of novel and valuable alleles via GWAS is a well-established and quite
reliable process, their transfer to elite vegetable crops is still limited. As mentioned above, the increasing
spread of NPBT will ease targeted genome editing in vegetable crops facilitating the combination of
new sets of alleles.
Finally, we expect genomic selection to cause a paradigm shift in horticultural crop breeding by
greatly expediting genomics-driven crop design [119].
The few published papers on GS application in horticultural crops, we briefly illustrated,
show how GS is still in its infancy and that its great potential is far from being fully exploited.
Indeed, GS could lead to a new scenario within commercial plant breeding programs, facilitating the
selection of potential parentals among those with the highest GEBV value.
Further efforts in the development of novel statistical models able to capture more faithfully
genotype-phenotype relationships as well as software and databases implementation will, however,
required for higher precision mapping.
GWAS, GS, and complex mapping populations (i.e., MAGIC) represent nowadays the main pillars
for next generation precision breeding. Although less emphasis to research programs in plant breeding
is given by universities and research institutes [120], the work of the scientific community in the next
decades will be crucial in the development of appropriate populations with the aim to better utilize
genetic diversity within vegetable crops.
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AmpSeq amplicon sequencing
CBD convention on biological diversity
CC core collections
CIR color infrared
CWR crop wild relatives
EMS ethylmethane sulfonate
eQTL expression QTL
FAO food and agriculture organization of the United Nations
FBP field-based phenotyping
FDR false discovery rate
FIGS focused identification of germplasm strategy
GBS genotype-by-sequencing
GEBV genomic estimated breeding values
GIS geographic information system
GLM general linear model
GP gene pools
GS genomic selection
GWAS genome-wide association studies
HS hyperspectral
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HTPP high-throughput plant phenotyping
IBLs inbred backcross lines
ILs introgression lines
LAI leaf area index
LD linkage disequilibrium
LR landraces
MAGIC multi-parent advanced generation inter-cross
meQTL methylation QTL
MLM mixed linear model
MRI magnetic resonance imagers
MS multispectral
NDVI normalized difference vegetation index
NGS next generation sequencing
NPBT novel plant breeding techniques
PCR polymerase chain reaction
PGR plant genetic resources
QTN quantitative trait nucleotides
QTL quantitative trait loci
RAD-Seq restriction site-associated DNA sequencing
REs restriction enzymes
RILs recombinant inbred lines
SMD sterility mosaic disease
SNPs single nucleotide polymorphisms
SSR simple sequence repeat
TP training population
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